For nearly 30 years, Conduent Transportation has helped create smarter mobility and safer journeys across the transportation ecosystem, providing people, processes, and technology that serve communities of all sizes around the world.

We help agencies create safe, seamless travel experiences that improve public safety, streamline operations, provide revenue and reduce congestion while helping support Vision Zero goals.

Photo Enforcement Solutions

Conduent Transportation installs, operates, and maintains a variety of photo enforcement systems and solutions, including:

- Red light enforcement
- Speed enforcement
- Work zone speed enforcement
- School zone speed enforcement
- School bus stop-arm enforcement
- Bus-only lane enforcement – fixed and mobile
- Restricted lane and one-way enforcement
- Rail crossing enforcement
- Over-height vehicles enforcement
- High-occupancy vehicle enforcement
- Low emissions zone enforcement
- Block the Box enforcement
- Stop sign enforcement
Our Public Safety Solutions

**DriveSafe® Enforcement System**
To help facilitate traffic enforcement, DriveSafe helps enforce red light infractions, speeding violations, block the box enforcement, illegal turns, restricted lane usage, and license plate recognition by use of video and radar tracking of enforcement zones. In conjunction with our violation processing software, CiteWeb®, DriveSafe provides a cost-effective turnkey violation management program.

**CrossSafe™ School Bus Stop-Arm Solution**
To help ensure the safety of school buses loading and unloading children, CrossSafe uses onboard cameras and AI-assisted vision to detect, log, review and cite violations that put children at risk. CrossSafe helps hold violators accountable securely, accurately, and efficiently.

**SureView™ Detection System**
By upholding the integrity of designated HOV/HOT/Express lanes, transportation agencies provide safer travel experiences for everyone on the road. SureView helps agencies enforce the rules of lanes by using advanced, automated detection capabilities to detect the number of occupants in a vehicle, identify vehicle type, detect unsafe behaviors, and alert law enforcement of violations.

**CiteWeb® Violations Processing System**
CiteWeb works seamlessly with Conduent Transportation's portfolio of detection systems to confirm violations and increase the certainty of enforcement actions. CiteWeb helps agencies manage every stage of the citation processing lifecycle.

**Advanced Analytics Solutions**
To help improve and support public safety on roads around the world, Conduent Transportation helps agencies collect, integrate, analyze, and share data from disparate sources, generating intuitive dashboards with actionable insights.